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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be a bounded symmetric domain in C” with dV the normalized 
volume measure on it. The Bergman space L;(Q) is the closed subspace of 
Lp(Q, dV) consisting of holomorphic functions. The Bergman projection P 
is the operator defined by 
u-(-J = j, N=, h’,/(W) dV(w), 
where K(,-, W) is the reproducing kernel of L:(Q). The main purpose of this 
paper is to describe the dual and predual of L:(Q) for all bounded sym- 
metric domains. The analogous problem for the Hardy space H’ of the 
bidisc was studied in [5, 61. If Q = D, the open unit disc in the complex 
plane @, it is well known [2] that the dual of L:(D) can be identified with 
A?(D), the Bloch space, and the predual of LA(D) can be identified with 
.?iP,(D), the little Bloch space. In this paper, we will describe the dual and 
predual of LA(Q) for all bounded symmetric domains in terms of the 
reduced Hankel operators. More explicit characterizations of the dual and 
predual of Lf, will be given when Q is the polydisc D” or the open unit ball 
B,. To describe our results precisely, we need to establish some notations. 
Let L:(Q) be the closed subspace of L*(Q, dV) consisting of conjugate 
holomorphic functions, and let P: L*(Q, dV) -+ L:(Q) be the orthogonal 
projection. For any q in L’(Q, dV), we define the Hankel operator 
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H,: L:(Q) + L:(Q) and the reduced Hankel operator A,: L:(Q) + L:(Q) 
as fol1ows: 
H,f = (I- P)(cpf), l&f=P(cpf‘). 
Since cp E L’(Q, dV), these operators are densely defined. Actually any 
bounded holomorphic functionfis in the domains of H, and /i,. If P, is 
the rank 1 projection (onto the constants) defined by P,,f= J,j(z) dV(z), 
then it is easy to see that is- P, < I - P. In this sense, ni, is “smaller than” 
H,. That is why we call fi, the reduced Hankel operator. It is clear that 
H, is bounded (or compact) implies R,+, is bounded (or compact). One 
advantage of working with the reduced Hankel operator is that ii, only 
depends on its analytic part. To put it more precisely, we always have 
R, = i?~, where P is the Bergman projection from f.*(Q, dk’) onto L:(Q). 
Now it is natural to consider the following two spaces: 
X= (f~ H(R): A, is bounded}, 
X, = { f~ H(Q): i?, is compact }, 
where H(Q) is the space of all holomorphic functions on R. X and X,, 
become normed spaces with the norm ilfIl, = lifi,ll. Note that if rank 
Q > 1, the only functions f in H(Q) with H, compact are the constant 
functions [3], while there are a lot of functionsfin H(Q) with i?,compact 
as we will see later. 
We can now state our main results as follows: 
THEOREM A. A’,* z LA(Q), L:(Q)* =YX wirh the pairing (.f,g) = 
fJ(‘k(zw(z). 
It follows easily from this theorem that the two normed spaces X and X,, 
are actually Banach spaces, that is, they are complete in the norm 11 II *. 
Note that the above pairing is not defined for all f~ X and ge L:(Q). 
However, it is well defined for allfe X and g in a dense subspace of LA(Q). 
Let EC(Q) be the space of bounded continuous functions on Q, C(B) be 
the space of continuous functions on the closure of 8, and C,(Q) be 
the space of continuous functions on 52 which vanish on the topological 
boundary dS2 of Sz. 
THEOREM B. The Bergman projection P houndedly maps L 31 (Q) and 
K(Q) onto A’. P maps C(o) and C,(Q) onto X,. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem B is the following 
COROLLARY. Given cp E L’(f2, dV), then R,,, is bounded ifs cp E L’“(Q) + 
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ker P off (PE BC(Q) + ker P; R, is compact iff cp E C(d) + ker P [ff 
cp E C,(Q) + ker P. 
Let a(Q) be the Bloch space of Q, and .4&(Q) the little Bloch space of Q 
defined in [9, I and II]. We have 
THEOREM C. g(Q) z X, a,,(Q) E X,,. Moreooer, equalities hold iff‘ rank 
n= 1. 
Theorems C and A imply that, among bounded symmetric domains, 
only the open unit ball B, has the property that Lj has 3 as its dual and 
;&, as its predual. Nevertheless, we can still give an explicit description of X 
and X, for the polydisc D”. We state the result for ED*. 
THEOREM D. If’Q = D’, then 
(I) feX lf” (1 - Iz,I’)(~~~az,)(z,,O), (I - lzz12)(3fl&2)(0,z2), and 
(1 - Ii1 I*)( I - Iz2 12)(8ff/dz, dz,)(z,, z2) are in BC(D*); 
- 
(2) SE X0 ijf the ahooe three functions are in C( D*) iff Ihe above three 
functions are in CO( D ), CO( D ), and C,( ED’), respectively. 
Note that the Bloch space 3(Dz) [9, I] is the space of holomorphic 
functions f on D’ with 
(1 - I;,12&z, 
I 
,-~~.~1-lz,l*~$~Z,.z*~ 
/z* 
in B@( ED*). But the little Bloch space .3$( D*) is not defined by requiring the 
above two functions to be in C,(D*). In fact, the only functionsfin H(D2) 
with the above two functions in C0(D2) are the constants. In general, the 
little Bloch space is defined to be the closure of the polynomials in the 
norm topology of 2 [9, II]. 
Generalization of Theorem D to all polydiscs is possible but technical. 
An interesting phenomenon in part (2) of Theorem D is that the spaces 
C(2) and C,(D*) play the same role. It turns out that this is also the case 
for the little Bloch space of the unit ball B,, that is, ~‘E.C&,(B,) iff 
(1 - Iz12)lVf(z)l E@,(B,) iff (I - Izl*)lVf(z)l EC(B,). Although a simple 
direct proof can be given, the result seems to have escaped the “public” 
attention. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We collect in this section some known results which will be needed later 
on. The first result we will use is the so-called atomic decomposition of 
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Bergman spaces of bounded symmetric domains developed by Coifman 
and Rochberg. The following theorem is a special case of a general result in 
[41. 
THEOREM 1. There exists (I sequence of points { ,!,, ) in Q and a constant 
C > 0 such that et:ery function f in L:,(Q) can he written as 
Another result that we will need is the characterization of the bounded- 
ness and compactness of the Hankel operators H/and HP In order to state 
the result, we need to introduce some notations. 
Let /?(r, W) be the Bergman distance function on R. Let E(a, r) = 
{Z E R: /I’(z, a) <r}. Fix any r > 0, let BMOJQ) be the space of functions./’ 
on Q with 
1 - 
S2 I&, r)l’ J I 
I.f(u)--f(~.)l* dV(u) dV(t:)< +z. 
E(;. r) LJr. rl 
) consisting of functions J‘ with the VMO,(Q) is the subspace of BMO,,(Q 
property 
If(l u)-f‘(o)l*dV(u)dV(tl)=O, 
where 22 is the topological boundary of Q and IE(z, r)l is the &‘-measure 
of E(z, r). It is shown in [3] that BMO,(Q) and VMO,(Q) are independ- 
ent of the radius r > 0. BMO,(R) has an invariant semi-norm given by 
111‘11 R.MO =yup (?k)- If(4l’,‘:“, 
: c f> 
where 
g(z) = I, ‘Sf’ “;‘* g(w) dV(w) 
z, z 
is called the Berezin transform of K. The main result in [3] is the following 
THEOREM 2. H, and H, are hounded on L:(Q) iff cp E BMO,(R); H, 
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and H, ure compact on L:(Q) iJ; (PE VMO,(Q). Moreover, ~~~~~~~~ is 
eyuivulent to 11 H, 11 + 11 H, ;I. 
We need another result from [3]. 
THEOREM 3. 
BMOJQ) n H(Q) = s(Q) 
VMO,,(Q) n H(Q) = f;;;;;t, 
ifrank R = 1 
.. 9 ifrank (2 > 1. 
Finally, we will use a result about projections onto analytic spaces. For 
any r>O, let C,=j,K(z,z)-‘dV(z) and 
The following result is taken from [7] 
THEOREM 4. Jf R is a product of’ unit halls and r > 0, then P, is (I 
bounded non-self-&joint projection from Lp(Q, dV) onto L:(Q) for ail 
I dp< +x. 
3. THE DUAL AND FREDUAL OF LA(Q) 
We identify the dual and predual of LA(Q) in this section. First recall 
that 
A’= {f~ H(Q): R, is bounded}, 
A’, = { f~ H(R): fi, is compact }. 
X and X,, are normed spaces with the norm ;I.f (I* = /~fl,[/. 
THEOREM 5. L:(Q)* z X with the pairing (/; g) =frf(z) g(z) dV(z). 
Prooj: Given g E A’, we want to show that 
(/&=,~fWg(Z)dW 
defines a bounded linear functional on L:,(Q). Since the polynomials are 
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dense in L:(Q), it suffices to show that there exists a constant C>O such 
that 
for all polynomials f on Q. 
Since A, is bounded and k,(z) = K(z, 2)/,/m is a unit vector in 
L:(Q) for each 2 E 52, we have 
l(A,qkj.3Rj.)l d IIRJ 
for all i. in R. Now let C be the constant in Theorem I and f a polynomial 
on f2, write 
f(=)= i a,qz). 
,I = I 
then 
= i la,,1 I(RjRkj.q3kj.,r)If f IIAgII lun! 
,I- I ,, = I 
bC III:Il*IIsI I’ 
This shows that each function g in X induces a bounded linear functional 
on LA(Q), and the norm of this functional is dominated by the norm of g in 
A’. Moreover, it is easy to see that different functions g in X induce different 
functionals on L:(B). So it remains to show that every bounded linear 
functional on LA(Q) is induced by a function in A’. 
Given (EL:(Q)*, by the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, < extends 
to a linear functional on L’(Q, dV) with the same norm IlQl. Since 
L’(Q, dV)* = L”(Q, dV), there exists cp E L’(f2, dV) with llqll r = \I{11 such 
that 
5(f) = ,flz) SD(z) dV(=) I 
for all f in L:(Q). Let g= Pq, then 
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for all polynomials f on Q. Now suppose j’and h are polynomials on Q, 
then 
It follows from this that 
I (RiS, h)l < lltll IIf I 6 ils’ll llfli 2 Ilhll2. 
Since the polynomials are dense in L:(Q), we conclude that fi, extends to a 
bounded linear operator from L:(Q) to Ls(s2). Hence 5 is induced by g in 
X with llgll* < ll<Il. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 1 
Next we show that a predual of LA(Q) can be identified with X0, but first 
we need a lemma to show that X0 is large enough to distinguish functions 
in LA(Q). 
LEMMA 6. X0 contains all polynomials. 
Proof: We assume Q is in its standard realization. Since 12 is symmetric, 
the functions 2, sl ranging over all non-negative multi-indices, are 
orthogonal in L:(Q). Also the uniqueness of Taylor expansion implies that 
{z’: x 20) is a complete set. Thus (z’/I/z’ IIZ: x BO} is an orthonormal 
basis for L:(Q). In order to prove that X, contains all polynomials, it suf- 
fices to show zZ E X0 for all multi-indices a 2 0. Fix x 2 0 and f~ L:(Q), 
write 
ii,f(z)= 1 a,(f)7 
030 
with a,(f) = ( fi,Z~F’)/llzul12 = lIznIl ’ jn z0 z^f(z) dV(z). 
By the symmetry of Q and the analyticity of I; a,(f) = 0 unless 0 da. 
Thus 
for all f in L:(B). Since the number of multi-indices (T with 0 < 0 <x is 
finite (=(x, + l)(a, + I). . . (a, + l)), the operator iii. is a linite rank 
operator. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 1 
THEOREM 7. X,* Z f.:(Q) wifh the pairing (f, g) = jnf‘(z) g(z) dV(z). 
Proof By Theorem 5, any function g in LA(Q) induces a bounded linear 
functional 5 on X0 with llQ[ < C II gll , , where C is the constant in Theorem 
1. Since X0 contains all polynomials, different functions in LA(Q) must 
induce different functionals on X0. So it remains to show that every 
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bounded linear functional on X0 arises from a function in LA(Q). We 
prove this by first identifying X0 with a subspace of &(Q). 
Given f E X0, let 
V(z) = <&k,, k, > (ZEQ). 
Since k, -+ 0 weakly as z + dR, we have Vf e C,,(Q) for all j’ in X,,. Note 
that 
and the set {ks: z E Q) spans LA(Q). Thus the mapping V: X,, + C,(Q) is 
one-to-one. Since {k,: z E Q} is a set of unit vectors, it is clear that 
11 Vf 11~ < IlfiYll = 11 f I( *. On the other hand, from the atomic decomposition 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 5, it follows that II f II * < C II Vf II cc, 
where C is the constant in Theorem 1. Thus V: X, -+ C,(Q) is an 
imbedding of X0 into @,,(Q). We will think X0 is a subspace of C,(Q) via 
the mapping V. 
Now suppose 5 is a bounded linear functional on X0, then 5 0 V. ’ is a 
bounded linear functional on VA’, c c,(Q). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
(:: v-1 extends to a linear functional on c,(Q) with the same norm 
115 J V- ’ Il. Apply the Riesz representation theorem, we can find a finite 
complex Bore1 measure p on Q such that 
for all g E 4=,(Q). If f E X,,, then 
But 
so if g is the holomorphic function defined by 
g(w) = il, k:(w) 4(z), WEQ, 
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II g II I G j MM’) [ Ik:(,~*)12 4/4(z) 
-fJ 
=; J dIpI - lk,(W)12dV(M’) 
fJ R 
= I 4/4(i)= lIPI = IIt’) v ‘II 6 II v ‘II 115119 IJ 
and c(J) = jnf( W) g(w) dV( w). This completes the proof of Theorem 7. [ 
COROLLARY. X and X, are Banach spaces, 
Proof: Clearly they are normed spaces. Since the dual of any Banach 
space is a Banach space, so X= L:(Q)* is a Banach space. Given {f,} in 
X0 and II f, -fll .+ + 0 forfe X, then II A, - i7T/ll --+ 0. Since each i7/, is com- 
pact and the set of compact operators is closed in the Banach space of 
bounded linear operators from L:(Q) to m, fii, must be compact. Thus 
f~ X, and X, is closed in X. 1 
4. THE BERGMAN PROJECTION 
In this section, we study the action of the Bergman projection P 
on some natural spaces. To be motivated, note that P: L”(D) -+ 
a( ID), P: C(D) -+ .4J0( D) are bounded and onto. For a proof of this, see [2] 
for example. Our main result of this section is that P maps BMO,,(Q), 
L”(Q), BC(Q) onto X, and P maps VMO,(R), C(D), C”(Q) onto X0. 
THEOREM 8. P: BMO, + X, P: VMO,, + X0 are bounded and surjectioe. 
Proof: GivenfE BMO,(Q) (or VMg,(SZ)), H, and H/are bounded (or 
compact) by Theorem 2, thus Ri, and HI are bounded (or compact). Since 
fiY= R-,, it follows that PfE X (or X,). Moreover, if Jnf(z) dA(z)=O, 
then 
ilPfll,= II&II = 11~~11 G IIH,II + IlfilzdC Ilf~I,wo. 
Thus P: BMO,,(Q) +X, P: VMO,(Q) + X0 are both bounded (Note that 
II II RMO is a norm on BMO,,(Q) modulo the constant functions.) So it 
remains to prove the surjectiveness of P. 
By the duality L’(Q)* =L.=(Q) and the Hahn-Banach theorem, it is 
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easy to see Lt(Q)* = PL “(12) with the pairing (J g) = jnf(z) g(z) dV(;). 
Thus we have 
x= L$Y)* = PL’(Q) c PBMOJIR). 
This proves P: BMO, -+ X is onto. This proof is an “existance” proof 
because of the use of Hahn-Banach extension theorem. Also this proof 
cannot be used to show that P: VMO, + X, is onto. Next we give a con- 
structive proof of the surjectiveness of P: BMO, + X and P: VMO; -+ A’,,. 
The new proof works for both cases simultaneously and yields some new 
results. 
Given f~ X (or X,), Ri is bounded (or compact), thus the function Vj’ 
defined in the proof of Theorem 7 is in B@(Q) (or C,(Q)). In particular, 
k’fis in BMO,,(Q) (or VMO;(Q)). We claim that 
with c‘, =jrr K(z, 2) ’ r/V(z). In fact, 
P( vf)(i) = I,, K(Z, M.) Vf( M.) dV( 11’) 
and by [X] 
Therefore, 
0 VX=) = C, [ f(u) K(i, U) nv(u) 
as-2 
= c, PJ‘(z) = C,.l‘(z). 
This implies that f = P( VjjC,) is the image under P of some function in 
BMO,(Q) (or VMOJR)). This completes the proof of Theorem 8. 1 
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An immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 8 is the following 
THEOREM 9. 
P: L”(Q) + x 
P: SC(Q) +x 
P: C,,(Q) + X” 
are bounded and surjective. 
Proof Be(Q) c L”(R) c BMO,(Q) and Co(Q) c VMO,(Q) and 
(l/C,) Vfis actually in B@(Q) (or C,(Q)) for/in X (or X,). 1 
Clearly a very important space is missing here, namely, C(d)-the space 
of complex continuous functions on the closure 0. It is very natural for one 
to think that C(Q) is contained in VMO,(Q). Unfortunately this is not true 
in general. In fact, C(Q) c VMO,(Q) iff rank I2 = 1. For rank Q> I, even 
the non-constant polynomials are not in VMO,(Q)! Thus we cannot 
conclude from Theorems 8 and 9 that P maps C(0) into X,. (Note that 
C(a) 3 C,(Q) implies that PC(lj) contains the space X,,.) A different proof 
is needed for this special case. 
THEOREM IO. P: C(D) + X, is hounded and onro. 
Proof: We only need to prove P maps @(a) into X,. Since X0 is closed 
in X and P is bounded, it suffices to show that P(z’?) E X, for all multi- 
indices x 2 0, fi 3 0 (by the Stone Weirestrass theorem). Write 
P(z”ll)= 1 a,=” 
n2n 
with a, = (212, z”)/II ~“1,~ = Ilza II .- ’ jp z’z”+~ dV(z). By the symmetry of 
.Q, a, =O unless r= 0 + fl, thus P(Y=l’) is a monomial which is in X0 by 
Lemma 6. This completes the proof of Theorem 10. 1 
COROLLARY. The polynomials are dense in X0. 
Proof: By Lemma 6, polynomials are in X,. Given f~ X,, by Theorem 
IO, there exists 9~ C(a) such that ,f= P9. By Stone-Weirestrass, there 
exists a sequence of functions 9,. each of which is a finite linear com- 
bination of functions of the form 227, such that Il9,,-911, +O(n-+a). By 
the proof of Theorem 10, P(z’z “) is a monomial, thus each P9,, is a 
polynomial. Moreover, 
Thus the polynomials are dense in X,,. 1 
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Remark. By the proof of Theorems 9 and 10, there is a constant M > 0 
such that for any function f in X (or A’,), there is cp in SC(Q) (or C,(sZ)) 
such that f= PCP and II@ I < M !Ifl; *. 
THEOREM 11. Given j’ in L’(Q, dV), the following conditions ure cl11 
eyuivalen t : 
( 1) fly is hounded; 
(2) ,f‘~ BMOJf2) + ker P; 
(3) fEL’(Q)+kerP; 
(4) .fe BC(f2) + ker P; 
(5) P”EB@(Q), where I”(z)=jJK(z, w)‘/K(z, z))f‘(w)dV(w). 
Proof: j‘~ BMOJR) + ker P iff Pfe PBMO; iff Pf E A’ iff RF,= R, is 
bounded. Thus (1) is equivalent to (2). The equivalence of (I), (2) and (3) 
can be proved similarly. If fi, is bounded, then V’(z) = 
(H,k,, k,> E B”W) since k, is a unit vector for each ; in Q. That (5) 
implies (1) follows from the equality PVj’= C, PJ 1 
THEOREM 12. Given f‘~ L*(Q, dV), the @lowing conditions are all 
equivulen t : 
( 1) iTi, is compact; 
(2) .f~ VMO; + ker P; 
(3) feC(Q)+ker P; 
(4) .f~ C,(Q) + ker P; 
(5 1 V-E wa; 
(6) V’E G(Q). 
Pro?6 Similar to that of Theorem 11. 1 
5. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BLOCH SPACE 
Let %(Q) be the Bloch space.of R and &o(Q) be the little Bloch space of 
R as defined in [9, I and II]. The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 13. d(Q) s X, A?“(Q) E X,lor all bounded .sJ*mmetric domains. 
Moreover, equalities hold ijjf rank Q = 1. 
Remark. Rank Q = I iff R is biholomorphic to the open unit ball in C”. 
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Proof of Theorem 13. Suppose .f‘eA?(S2), then the usual Hankel 
operator H, is bounded by Theorem 2 and 3, thus the reduced Hankel 
operator ii, is bounded and hence ,J’E X. Moreover, for all /E g(sL) with 
f(0) =O, we have 
111‘11. = IIf&ll G IHrll + I fllz d ~4 II.1‘II.v. 
Given .f~ .+&(C2) with f‘(0) = 0, there exists a sequence of polynomials p,,(z) 
with p,,(O) = 0 such that iIf‘-p,, II.* + 0. Thus IIJ-plt (( * + 0. This implies 
that f E X,, since X0 is generated by the polynomials. So we have proved 
R(S2) c X and &(52) s X,, for all Sz. 
If rank Sz = I, we may as well assume that R = B,. Suppose .f~ X, then 
by Theorem 9, there exists a function cp in L” (B,,) with ,/= Pep, i.e., 
rc;,qB (‘ydH~;‘;;(+,. 
” 2, 
Differentiating under the integral yields 
Let Q be the operator defined by 
then by Theorem 4, Q is a bounded projection from LP(B,,, db’) onto 
L;(B,,) for all 1 <p < +x. In particular, the adjoint Q* (as operators on 
Banach spaces) is bounded on Lx (B,,). This implies that 
(1 - I& (z) = Q*(,C,cp(w))(z) 
-I 
is bounded in B,, for all I < i < n. Thus .f is in the Bloch space A?( B,) (see 
[9, I]). We have proved X = ti(sZ) for rank I domains. The inequality 
Il.fll* 6 M I].fl,.Y and the open mapping theorem imply that )I )I * and I! II.# 
are equivalent norms on .%( B,) = X. Since X0 and ;aO( B,,) are both 
generated by polynomials, we must have X, = &,( B,), too. 
If rank a > 1, then by Theorem 4.9 of [9, II], Z&(n)* is non-separable, 
thus .@“(a)* # LA(Q) = Xz. This completes the proof of Theorem 13. 1 
6. ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF X AND X,, FOR THE POLYDISC 
By Theorem 13, if Q = [D”(n > 1 ), then X and X, are different from the 
Bloch space and the little Bloch space. Nevertheless, we can still describe X 
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and X0 in terms of partial derivatives. We will state and prove the result for 
the bidisc. Generalization to all polydiscs is possible but technical. 
LEMMA 14. Suppose 6 E (0, 1 ), 1 < p < + 00, andf is analytic on D, then 
I D If(z)lpwzK~ j s< ,i, < 1 If(z Wz). 
Proof. Using polar coordinates and a change of variable for the inside 
integral, we have 
Since 
m(r)=ji’ If(reie)lpde 
is an increasing function of r on [0, 1) and 6(r - 6)/( 1 - 6)) < r, we must 
have 
1 f (z)lp dV(z) ~6 j’ r dr j2n If (reie)I” de 
x(1-6) 6 0 
ii 
= - l-6 s 6 < ,=, < , If (z)l” Wz). 
This implies that 
s o IfW’M4&j 6<,z,<1 Ifb)l”dW). 1 
LEMMA 15. Suppose 1 <p < + co and f is holomorphic on D”, then 
I as’ If(z)lpdV(z)<2”(P+1) j lz1z2...z,f(z)IPdV(z). ID” 
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Proof: Let 6 = 4 in Lemma 14, then we get 
I, I‘dz)lPM,-)G2 f 1 g(;)lP dV(z) < 2P’ ’ r Izg(z)lP dV(z) - I:2 < z-1 < I ” I;2 < iZl < I 
<p+’ 
f  lzg(z)l" dlqz) 'C 
for all g analytic on D and 1 <p < +s. Now if f is holomorphic in D”, 
then 
j 
cl” 
If(zV dV(z) = j 
u 
dV(z,). . . [ /j-(2,,..., z,)IP dV(z,) 
-c 
<p+’ c, dW,).‘. j,, l;nfb,t .‘.Y ~,,)I”~W,,) 
6 .‘. <2n’p+” - (z, . ..Z.f(Z* ,...) z,,)I”dV(z). 1 J C” 
We are now ready to prove the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 16. Given f~ Li( D’ ), we hate 
(1) fEX fl (1 - Iz,12)(JflSz,)(z,,0), (1 - 1221’)(2fl?z2)(o,z2), and 
(1 - Iz, I’)(1 - Iz212)(d2fldz,dz2) (z,, z2) are in BC(D*), 
(2) 7 J‘E A’, ifJ‘the above three functions are in C( D ) ijr the above three 
functions are in C,(D), C,( ID), and C,( D’), respecticely. 
ProoJ Recall that (Theorem 4) P,,, is the bounded projection from 
LP( IlID’, dV) onto L;(D2) (for all 1 < p < +x) defined by 
P,.,f(=, , z ,)=4 [ 
(1 - l”.,12)(1 - lw)/(~Q/(M,) 
‘D* (1 -z,G,)J(l -zr$,)3 
Pt2 is bounded on ,C.‘L( D2, dV) by Theorem 4, where 
Let 
Tfk,, 22 )=(1-Iz,12)(I-lz212)~~z,,i,~ 
I =2 
for f 
fE x, 
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holomorphic on D2, and Sf(z,,z2)=qf(z,,z2). Now suppose 
then by Theorem 9, there exists 9 in L”(D2) such that 
Differentiating under the integral, we get 
This implies that 
Tf = P;,,Scp. 
Since S~~EL”([[D~) and P$2 is bounded on L”( III’), it follows that 
fL(zD,; z2)=(1 - Iz,12)(I - Iz212)(d2fldz,dz2)(z,, c2) is a bounded function 
Let 
cpz(“‘2) = I cp(K’,, u.2) dUw,), rp 
then 91, 92ELr(D) and 
f(z,.O)=j 9,(“,) dV(w,), 
I, (1 -z,MtJ2 
f(o,z2)=S,(,~i:Il~,~)2dY(~2). 
This implies that f (z, , 0) and f(O,z,) are in PL”(D)=L~(D)*=93(D). 
Thus (I - Iz212)(37~z,)(z,, 0) and (1 - Iz212)(Q76z2)(0, z2) are bounded. 
Next suppose f is in Li(D’) and the conditions in (1) are satisfied. Write 
S( f(w) Ww) z1tz2)=J-D’(1 -z,*,)‘(l -t2Wz)2’ 
Then differentiating under the integral gives 
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and 
We wish to show that f E X= LA( ID’)*. It suffices to show that there exists a 
constant C> 0 such that 
for all g E H”( D’), where IJg/l , = ID* I g(z)1 dV(z). Let ( , ) be the pairing 
(f, g) = J,n&&‘, then we have 
(Tf,g)=(P:,,Sf,g)=(Sf,P,,,g) 
= <x g> = (s, s*g> 
for all g in H”(D’), where S*g(z,, z2) =z1z2 g(z,, z2). This implies that 
f(z)z,zzg(zl,z,)dl/(z) ~IlTfll, /IgIl, 
for all g in H”(D’). 
Given any g in H”(D*) with g(0) = 0, we have 
A’ “1, z,)=g(z,,O)+g(O,z2)+z,zzh(z,,Z2) 
with h E H”(D’). Notice that 
i D2f (z, 3 z2) &do, z2) wz, 3 z2) = jDf (0, z2) g(O, z2) dW2) 
and f (z,, 0), f(0, z2) are in L:(D)* by assumption. There must be a 
constant M > 0 such that 
I jD*f @I 9 4 Em z2) dWI9 z2) G Wlgll1 
for all g in H”( D2). Therefore, 
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for all g in H”(D’). On the other hand, the equality z,zzh(z,, z2) = 
g( z,, c2)-g(z,, O)-g(0, z2) implies that Jn2 lz,z2h(z,zz)ldV(z)63 Ilgll,. 
Applying Lemma 15, we have llhll, 6 16 JBp I~,;~h(~,z~)ldV(z)648Ilg(l,. 
This implies that I(A g)I d (2M+48117’fll ,)IIgII, for all g in H”(D’) with 
g(0) = 0. For a general g in H’(D’), we have 
I( ~Iu;g(o))l+ ICLR-dO))I 
6 If(O)1 II g I, + (2M + 48 II rfll Td )llg -g(O)ll , 
<(If( +~~+~~ll~~II,.~IIgli~. 
This completes the proof of (1). 
In order to prove (2), let us introduce another norm 
The proof of (1) implies that the two norms il II * and :I II * are equivalent 
on X. Now supposefe X,, then there exists a sequence of polynomials p,, 
on 52 such that Ilf-~, II* 4 0. Obviously, each p,(z) satisfies the conditions 
This implies that f satisfies the above conditions. Next assume f satisfies 
the above conditions with C,(D) replaced by C(D) and C,(D2) replaced - 
by C( ED’), then it follows that IIf, -.fII* -+ 0 as r + 1 -, where 
.L(=,,~~)=f(r=~~ rz2). Since Jr is in @(D’) and holomorphic, we have 
1 fr = Pf, E PC( !I-) = X,,. But X, is closed, I/ II * and (I II ., are equivalent, we 
must have f~ X,. This completes the proof of Theorem 16. 1 
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